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IN THE CRADLE OF AVIATION, DELTA® PRODUCTS ARE HELPING A RENOVATED HOTEL REACH NEW HEIGHTS.

Steps from the University of Dayton, Marriott welcomes guests into newly-styled surroundings.

Constructed in 1982, the Marriott was sold to the University and Concord Hospitality in 2014. Two years later, a $23 million renovation—conceived by Thomas Hamilton & Associates (THA) of Richmond, Virginia—made sweeping changes to the hotel, updating its 399 guest rooms and suites with features paying tribute to the area’s rich history.

Because many of the region’s early settlers were of Scandinavian descent, visual elements from that culture contributed to the hotel’s clean-lined look. THA’s design also pays homage to Dayton’s famous Wright Brothers by incorporating aeronautical shapes throughout the building.

Delta faucets and fixtures completed the interior redesign.

Guest rooms and suites were modernized with patterns based on Nordic fabrics, and murals incorporating wing-like shapes. In bathrooms, the defined geometric angles of the Delta Ara® Collection now provide an elegant, streamlined look that complements THA’s aesthetic—as do mid-century, modern-inspired accessories from the collection. Delta H2Okinetic® Showers sculpt water into a unique pattern, giving guests a shower with more warmth, coverage and intensity—and providing an experience as comfortable, hospitable and memorable as the rest of the hotel’s redesign.